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a b s t r a c t

This paper analyzes impoliteness-related language in response to a season's greeting
posted by the Prime Ministers of Spain and the UK on December 2022 to wish Twitter
users a Felices Fiestas/Merry Christmas. A corpus made up of the first 500 tweet events
mentioning S�anchez and Johnson with the @ feature was analyzed through the combi-
nation of qualitative and quantitative tools and an impoliteness2 approach to compare the
most commonly deployed impoliteness strategies in response to what is felt as an offense
by respondents from the two cultures. Previous impoliteness taxonomies inform the
analysis (Culpeper, 1996, 2011). Findings reveal a preference for on-record strategies vs.
off-record ones in both corpora. Whereas the English respondents oriented themselves
towards attacking the negative face of the Prime Minister and that of other participants
with sarcasm and implicated impoliteness, the Spanish group deployed impoliteness-
related language to disparage the Prime Minister's positive face through insults and the
rectification of his words. The hostile acts and explicit metalanguage about emotional
states in the replies to the expressive speech act corroborate the perceived breach of some
aspects of the moral order on the part of the Twitter users in the out-group, hence aiding
the already observed polarization of political discussions.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Politicians' use of social media is a ubiquitous practice that has significantly altered the way political communication has
been carried out over the past two decades (Grant et al., 2010; Gulati and Williams, 2010). Social media have the potential to
bridge the gap between politicians and their likely voters (Coleman and Blumler, 2009), and the use politiciansmake of online
communication can undoubtedly influence the citizens’ interest and involvement in political activities. One example was the
successful 2008 Obama US Election Campaign, which somehow contradicted those who believed that social media provided
little room for citizen engagement (Harfoush, 2010; Hendricks and Denton, 2010).

In this respect, traditional one/two-dimensional political communication has become multidimensional interactive net-
worked communication, thus allowing exchanges between multiple senders and receivers and allowing politicians to deploy
a more personal and less institutionalized style of speech. In other words, politicians purportedly intermesh their personal
and professional contexts into a one-self presentation arena to bring together “commonly distinct audiences” (Marwick and
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boyd, 2010: 115) in the face of context collapse. This notion, employed in relation to social networking sites, refers to the
bringing together of different social groups into the same digital space for interaction, along with the subsequent adaptation
of the users’ strategies in addressing their imagined networked audiences. One direct consequence of all this has been
increased online political communication between the two parts (cf. Wright et al., 2016), especially in the field of online
political debate, as the number of media platforms for the exchange of opinions has multiplied and this, in turn, has provided
audiences with many and newer forms of media usage.

Despite this, recent research has stated that online political communication constitutes a site for escalating impoliteness
and aggression (cf. Vladimirou et al., 2021). For example, the affordances of digital technologies like Twitter have been shown
to facilitate the polarization of political ideas, a tendency to extremism, and the deployment of aggression against other
participants in debates of a political nature (Vraga et al., 2015). This can be explained considering that Twitter, as is the case
with other social media, fosters not only engagement with people holding different views and values in what has been
referred to as trench warfare dynamics but also with (primarily)like-minded people in so-called echo chambers, mainly
through selective exposure to information (Stroud, 2017). In any case, the existing literature indicates that when exposed to
both situations, participants tend to reinforce already-held beliefs through facing contradictory and/or supporting arguments,
a situation that is aided by the internet environment andwhich results in ‘in-group cohesion’ vs. ‘out-group aversion’ (Karlsen
et al., 2017). In simpler words, escalation to aggression on social media can be either the result of mimesis; that is, re-
spondents facing an aggressive replye which confirms and reinforces their own opinionse might tend to echo the aggres-
siveness in their response; or, on the contrary, when met with opposing views, respondents may become more polarized in
their own opinions through a process of disconfirmation bias.

Taking all this into consideration, this paper explores impoliteness-related discourse1 directed toward the official Twitter
accounts of the Spanish and British PrimeMinisters (PMs), Pedro S�anchez-Castej�on (PS) and Boris Johnson (BJ), in reply to the
season's greetings in which they officially wished the population Felices Fiestas/Merry Christmas on December 23rd and 24th,
respectively, within the context of the six-wave of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Accordingly, this study aims to contribute to the extant literature on how impolite language is deployed in technologically-
mediated communication through a contrastive lens. Likewise, it seeks to contribute to the exploration of the role of rude and
aggressive language as a critical aspect of the moral order while also aiming to unveil differences and similarities in the face-
attacking strategies deployed to convey disagreement with the two seasonal greetings in the two cultures under assessment.
Finally, by looking into one specific speech act, I also aim to contribute to complementing the incipient but fruitful literature
on speech acts in digital communication (cf. Carretero et al., 2015; Maíz-Ar�evalo, 2017; Tsoumou, 2021 on expressives and
Angouri and Tseliga, 2010; Yang, 2021 on disagreements, inter alia).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the notion of expressive speech-acts, introduces the affordances of the
micro-blogging site Twitter and focuses on impoliteness in social media and critical studies with particular attention to the
notion of morality, to finally present the research questions that guide this work. After that, Section 3 describes the present
study. Section 4 comments on the corpus, methods and analytical procedure followed. Next, in Section 5, the quantitative and
qualitative analysis results are discussed, while Section 6 wraps up this paper with concluding remarks in response to the
questions raised. Finally, Section 7 offers venues for further research.

2. Literature review

2.1. Season's greetings

Season's greetings belong to the category of expressive speech acts (Searle, 1976). Weigand's dialogic model (2010) un-
derstands speech acts as jointly produced and interpreted by the speaker and hearer, and she labels these ‘socially-expected
expressives’ declaratives.2 In other words, in the case of well-wishing acts, the act is not complete until there is a reaction on
the part of the hearer, i.e., a “Thank you”, the issuing of a wish back, or an ensuing silence if there is no compliance with the
act. According to Haverkate (1993: 149e50), hearer-centered expressives (i.e., expressing condolences, compliments, or
wishing a happy birthday) perform polite functions as they serve affiliative purposes and boost the hearer's positive face
(Brown and Levinson, 1987). They have a key role in facework or social rituals to the point that “the absence of these expected
expressives can be perceived as marked and eventually lead to social disruptiveness” (Maíz-Ar�evalo, 2017: 154).

Despite their alleged role in themaintenance of facework, the dialogic expressive speech acts carried out by PS and BJ seem
to serve the opposite function; that is, respondents take the original posts (OPs) as an offense and, in turn, feel compelled to
express their disagreement with them through the deployment of offensive and impolite language against what they consider
to be a transgression/breach of the moral order, i.e. ‘the normal state’ (K�ad�ar, 2017). Thus, the replies include inherently
1 Before I proceed, a clarification regarding the terminology employed in this paper is necessary. The label impoliteness, and thus, impoliteness-related
discourse (as a second-order notion) is used as an umbrella term to refer to inappropriate verbal behaviour. It is sometimes employed interchangeably with
other lay/first-order terms such as “rude, offensive or aggressive” (Watts, 2008), each of which has its own semantic characteristics. Culpeper (2011: 72)
also proposes the label “impoliteness” as a cover term for these related labels, while Parvaresh (2019) employs ‘aggressive’ and ‘impolite’ as synonyms.

2 This label employed in Weigand's dialogic model should be distinguished from the term declarative as employed in other speech-act models, especially
Searle's (1975) taxonomies, in which declaratives are speech acts whose utterance effects immediate changes in the institutional state of affairs and which
include utterances such as excomunicate, christen, etc.
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impolite and socially andmorally sanctioned hostile illocutionary acts of a disagreeing nature that are common in “conflictive
interpersonal situations, such as confrontations, disagreements, arguments, power struggles, etc.” (Blanco-Salgueiro, 2008: 5)
and which defy the expected and preferred response in a dialogic exchange of this sort. Additionally, by engaging in face-
threatening behavior against a political figure respondents enhance their own group face by antagonizing the outsider,
hence aiding the escalating nature of the impolite exchange. This contrast in tone and the subsequent escalating impoliteness
triggered by a dispreferred adjacency pair in response to a positive initial opening sequence motivated this study.
2.2. Twitter

Twitter is a real-time microblogging site (Java et al., 2007) that started as an SMS-text-based service in 2006. Although it
initially limited the message length to 140 characters, Twitter has grown to accept length-delimited tweets (up to 280
characters), which Zappavigna (2014: 139) labels “micro-posts” and that can include personal thoughts, reactions, and
comments on affairs, both public and private, responses to others, repetition of others’ words, together with new posts, and
direct reporting of events. These affordances privilege real-time posts that are short and simplistic over more nuanced or
complex arguments, as would be the case of Facebook. In addition, Twitter can be seen as a platform for condensed, albeit
potentially rich, and variably private performances of the self. In this vein, Twitter has been characterized as a peripheral
awareness system that facilitates social grooming (Marwick and boyd, 2010).

Twitter has recently become a critical online space for political communication. Politicians across Western democracies
have all jumped on the bandwagon of Twitter as they are fully aware of its power for reducing asymmetries (cf. Enli and
Skogerbø, 2013) and supporting a democratization process of participation. While some researchers have highlighted the
importance social networking sites like Twitter have for the political arena (cf. Papacharissi, 2014), others have criticized how
they are used for political discourse.

Despite the promising affordances that Twitter and other social media offer, the opponents of their growth as a tool for
political debate have put the onus on the growing uncivilized behavior on the internet, and in particular, in discourses of a
political nature (cf. Brundidge, 2010; Rüsel, 2017). Scholars have been concernedwith the fact thateas social networking sites
favor an increasing exposure to heterogeneous information that can lead to potential disagreement, the reactions towards
this content might not fulfill the expectations of public deliberation both in tone and content (Freelon, 2013; Stroud et al.,
2014).3

Accordingly, a growing line of inquiry has turned to the pragmatic study of impolite/uncivil discourse in technologically-
mediated communication4 (cf. Graham, 2007; Turnage, 2008; Haugh, 2010; Danet, 2013; Mak et al., 2014; Oz et al., 2018;
Sinkeviciute, 2018). Most studies have identified social anonymity, asynchronicity, and the low accountability of online
communication as the key aspects responsible for uncivil conduct in online political debate since they foster aggressive and
anti-social behavior through a process of deindividuation (cf. Papacharissi, 2004; Coe et al., 2014). For example, Sinkeviciute
(2018: 273) states that “disagreement in digital interactions, especially if unmitigated, can easily lead to confrontation among
interlocutors”.
2.3. Impoliteness and studies on (im)politeness in digital communication

Despite the lack of consensus on impoliteness or impolite behavior, most researchers seem to agree that impoliteness is
associated with face-threatening behavior that leads to face loss (cf. Culpeper, 2007; Bousfield, 2008; Terkourafi, 2008,
Garc�es-Conejos, 2010a, b). Other aspects, such as the speaker's intention to be impolite or the hearer's evaluation of an ut-
terance as (im)polite, bear different weight in different approaches to the notion (cf. Culpeper, 2005; Bousfield, 2008). For this
study, “impoliteness is best defined as a negative attitude towards specific behaviors occurring in specific contexts” and thus,
impoliteness is thought to be “sustained by expectations, desires and/or beliefs about social organization” (Culpeper, 2011:
23). More precisely, on the microblogging site under analysis, impoliteness will refer to those communicative behaviors
which run contrary to the norms and conventions of civility that rule the exchange on this site and which constitute either
individual or face-attacks against other participants.5

However, traditional models of (im)politeness have been said to be of little use in digital communication or in micro-
blogging sites like Twitter, where replies to tweets are to be explained within a participation framework that significantly
differs from the one that rules face-to-face interaction. In this respect, “the rule of self-respect and the rule of considerate-
ness” (Goffman, 1967: 11) that apply in face-to-face interaction, where both speakers and hearers have the keeping of their
faces and that of their interlocutors as their goal, is suspended in digital communication. Anonymity, impersonality, and
asynchronicity can lead to a loss of self-awareness and straightforward expression of negative emotions (Derks et al., 2008).
3 This information overflow created by the Internet and social media and the exposure to a more heterogenous information has been put forward to
challenge the echo chamber dynamics thesis.

4 I will use the notion technologically-mediated or digital communication indistinctly drawing on recent research by Bou-Franch, P., and Conejos-Blitvich, P.
(2018).

5 I consider that both approaches to the notion of impoliteness are non-exclusive considering that deviations from expectations or norms have been
postulated as a common denominator in the way impoliteness is accounted for (cf. Haugh, 2010; Sifianou and Tzanne, 2010).
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Respondents to a tweet hardly ever come face-to-face with the person posting it or with the other participants. This increases
disinhibition and urgency to convey their views, overriding the expected civility (Kaul and Cordisco, 2014). On top of it,
responses to a tweet include not only the author of the original tweet but also a much larger audience, sharing a “public and
multiparty quality” (Ermida, 2013: 96).

Against this backdrop, an extensive line of research has been carried out on impoliteness in technologically-mediated
environments, especially microblogging sites of a social nature. For example, Hairetdin (2018) studied impoliteness in
Tumblr, incorporating the variable of gender and taking Culpeper's (1996) model as a starting point. Her results indicated that
Taboo words were the most frequent category, followed by Calling the other names and Displaying scorn, all positive impo-
liteness strategies. Ordering the other what to do was the next most frequent negative impoliteness strategy. Men preferred
Taboo words and Insults, whereas women tended to Scorn or Dissociate from others. In a similar vein, YouTube-based in-
teractions have been extensively assessed in the work of Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich (2010a,b), Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich et al.
(2013), Lorenzo-Dus (2009), and Lorenzo-Dus et al. (2011). These authors reported a preference for direct and deliberate
attacks toward the positive face wants of one's polylogal co-participants while also pointing to the necessary adaptation of
previous taxonomies to polylogal situations in which polarization was linked to positive face attacks. In other studies,
Mancera and Pano (2013) carried out a pragmalinguistic analysis of the resources that citizens and journalists deploy on
Twitter to bash politicians during election time while highlighting the high degree of polarization of political ideas on this
site. Díaz-P�erez (2014), on his part, focused on the linguistic procedures for lexical creation on Twitter from the perspective of
impoliteness and concluded that participants deployed impolite language alongside humor and irony to create a personal
style and surprise the audience.

2.4. The moral turn to impoliteness

Recent research has contributed to the emergence of a moral turn in (im)politeness studies, thereby confirming the
evaluative nature of impoliteness and the moral basis of impolite evaluations (cf. Xie, 2018). The moral dimension of
impoliteness has been approached by Haugh (2010, 2013), K�ad�ar and Haugh (2013), K�ad�ar and M�arquez-Reiter (2015), and
Davis (2018), to name but a few. These studies view perceived violations of the moral order and breaches of social norms or
principles as intimately related to conflict and aggression. The ‘moral order of things’ is “an order in the sense that both
individuals and social groups expect the structure and style of interactions to unfold in what they perceived as an ‘orderly’
way” (K�ad�ar et al., 2019: 9). Themoral order applies not only to standard situations, inwhich rights and obligations are crucial
but also to any interpersonal situation or ‘familiar scenes’.

In this vein, there has been a growing interest in impoliteness in digitally-mediated environments (Graham and
Hardaker, 2017), considering that the internet offers a “new vision of sociality” (Mey, 2018) where the use of impolite
language and conflict is rife. According to Janicki (2017), conflict signifies a discursive struggle over differing ideologies
based on contradictory notions of (in)justice. In other words, if the rights and obligations that the moral order evokes are
violated, or if a person is thought to have upset the moral order, face-threats (Goffman, 1981) can be triggered due to this
trespassing, with consequent moral reactions. On its part, the polylogal and anonymous nature of many online exchanges,
together with a multiplicity of potential audiences, constitutes a fruitful ground for the occurrence of moral indignation
(Garfinkel, 1956) in a wide variety of scenarios, as attested by the publication of the special issue “(Im)politeness and
Moral Order in Online Interactions” in the journal Internet Pragmatics (1:2, 2018). In this vein, Parvaresh (2019) aims to
investigate what causes these aggressive manifestations from a socio-cognitive perspective (Locher and Watts, 2005, 2008)
by putting forward the ‘Basic Moral Perspective’ which users bring to the interactions and which he defines as “the moral
disposition which interactants possess” (Parvaresh, 2019: 79). The Basic Moral Perspective is a core moral competence. In
other words, although the interactants belong to complex social groups, they share several core values with roots in moral
values that seem to underlie their online behavior. In contexts where participants lack relational contact, there are
socially-shared assumptions and expectations that interactants claim to have been breached to justify their use of
aggressive or impolite language. Put differently, “while language aggression is caused by many different (psychological)
factors, it has been argued that one's moral values have a strong bearing on (verbal) aggression (Haidt 2012; K�ad�ar, 2017)”
(Parvaresh, 2019: 82).

More specifically, when it comes to political affairs, the moral order refers to what is expected of politicians in their
conduct, as they are usually thought to be “moral servants who put aside any personal gain” (Georgakopoulou and
Vasilaki, 2018: 2). Notwithstanding, this morality expected from and attributed to politicians contrasts with the percep-
tion that there is an increasing distrust in political figures and political institutions in European democracies (cf. Pharr and
Putnam, 2000; Torcal, 2014; Torcal and Montero, 2006). Amongst the most salient arguments for this stand those of an
exogenous nature, such as the economic crises and the harsh austerity measures that European countries have had to face
to a shorter or larger extent, together with endogenous justifications such as the belief that political representatives are
unresponsive to citizen's needs (cf. Alesina and Wacziarg, 2000; Torcal, 2014) or the fact that they are perceived as
corrupt. In view of this situation, as argued in Georgakopoulou and Vasilaki (2018), networked audienceseas disenchanted
recipients of the politician's misconducte feel legitimized to reassess the moral order whenever they feel a political figure
has breached any aspect of it.
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3. The present study

Despite all the studies mentioned above, no research has been carried out to contrastively assess the impoliteness stra-
tegies deployed on the micro-blogging site Twitter to reply to disagreeing hostile acts in English and Spanish to an expressive
issued by a political figure. Considering preliminary observations that attest to the highly oppositional nature of the replies
received, this study seeks to answer the following research questions:

- Research question 1: How is impoliteness realized in the online polylogal exchanges generated in response to the seasonal
greetings of the Spanish and British Prime Ministers and what are the main categories to deploy it?

- Research question 2: Is there any quantitative difference in the distribution frequency of the super strategies and sub-
strategies identified in the two corpora under study? If so, what could be the cultural motivations for this?

- Research question 3: What moral order issues seem to trigger the impolite responses in each corpus?

However, before I proceed, some clarifications are in order. Impoliteness has been long conceptualized from within an
either (im)politeness1 or an (im)politeness2 approach. These two labels somewhat correspond to Watts et al.’s (1992: 30)
notions of first-order politeness (emic) and second-order politeness (etic); that is: “the various ways in which polite behavior is
perceived and talked about by members of sociocultural groups” and “a termwithin a theory of social behavior and language
usage”, respectively. Early work on impoliteness by Culpeper and Bousfield in the mid-1990s and during the 2000s was
undoubtedly influential. It resulted in several taxonomies of impoliteness strategies within second-order approaches, most of
which were devised as a reversal of Brown and Levinson's (1987) model of politeness (cf. Lachernitch, 1980; Culpeper, 1996).

To investigate user interaction online and how impolite/face-attacking language is contrastively deployed in response to
the two OPs, the approach taken here mainly complies with impoliteness2 studies. However, a close inspection of the par-
ticipants' explicit evaluations of impolite exchanges in reply to the OPs and other respondents has been carried out. This has
allowedme to corroborate the inflammatory tone of some of the exchanges as already detected by the researcher, as shown in
the replies to some participants’ posts illustrated in Fig. 1 below.
Fig. 1. Participants' explicit evaluations of impoliteness-related language.
With all this in mind, Culpeper's five super-strategies model (1996), later revised in Culpeper et al. (2003), and his sub-
sequent work on conventionalized politeness formula (Culpeper, 2010) have been taken as a starting point on which to
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ground the analysis of impoliteness-related discourse. Other researchers have also used slightly modified versions of
Culpeper's model due to its suitability for the study of verbal and written data, i.e., Lauer (1996) on impoliteness in letters of
complaint, or Cashman (2006), who applies Culpeper's (2005) model to account for impolite interactions within bilingual
English/Spanish children's interaction. However, the resulting taxonomy is mainly data-driven.

A few departures from Culpeper's approach will also be noted. On the one hand, the distinction between on-record and
off-record politeness strategies (cf. Bousfield, 2008) has been maintained, even though, as Bousfield states, bald on-record
impoliteness is “a form-based super-strategy which cannot be said to be devoid of face issues”. In contrast, positive and
negative impoliteness is a function-based super-strategy oriented towards the negative and positive face. For its part, off-
record imp/politeness includes utterances that can be more or less oriented towards either the positive and/or negative
face. However, keeping the distinction may reveal the speaker's choices regarding impoliteness strategies, and it is a
distinction that can be operationalized for the quantitative analysis. Accordingly, I will refer to strategies that aim to attack/
damage either the positive or negative face of the interlocutor while keeping a distinction between sarcasm/sarcastic remarks
and implicated impoliteness as the implicit/off-record way of conveying impoliteness.6

On the other hand, the distinction between positive and negative face has also been kept. However, I consider, alongside
O'Driscoll (1996), that the positive/negative distinction should be better seen as a cline. As also pointed out in Bousfield's
research (2008), thismeans that both faces are present in impoliteness-related discourse. Still, one is seen as predominant in a
particular situation and, thus, more likely to become the focus of the threat without necessarily excluding the other. In this
vein, I view the distinction as useful in line with other researchers who have proposed its reconceptualization rather than its
elimination (cf. O'Driscoll, 1996; Haugh, 2007; Arundale, 2010; Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich, 2010a). Thus, as stated in Lorenzo-
Dus et al. (2011: 2580), one aspect of face “may take precedence over the other in interaction, even if both aspects may be
simultaneously threatened”.
4. Method

4.1. Datasets

The data for the analysis comprise the replies to the original season's greetings tweets posted by the Spanish and British
MPs on the microblogging site Twitter on December 23rd and 24th within the context of the sixth COVID-19 wave (see Fig. 2
below). Both countries were about to start the Christmas holidays right after adopting recommendations for citizens to
control the new Omicron variant, which was responsible for the 6th wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. As the European
countries fought this wave by adopting various tailored solutions, the Spanish authorities opted for more relaxed measures to
curb the spike in cases rather than producing stricter standard guidelines. Thus, the measures included the obligatory return
to masks outdoors and a ramping up of the vaccination strategy. For its part, in the UK, whose main line of defense was
vaccination and booster doses rather than a lockdown,most rules and regulations had already been eliminated in the summer
of 2021 and replaced with advice and guidance on those steps that people could take to minimize risks to themselves and
others.

Against this backdrop, both PMs addressed similar themes in their season's greetings, i.e., the presence of the pandemic,
the acknowledgment that celebrations would be different, and an appeal to the citizens' sense of responsibility to take care of
ourselves and our loved ones7.

Considering the high volume of replies that the two OPs received (9.5 k and 4.5 k for PS and BJ, respectively), I limited the
corpus of analysis to the first 500 tweet events that directly mentioned PS and BJ with the @ feature to ensure corpora
management and comparability. At this initial stage, those tweets that only included emojis or gifs were discarded since even
though non-verbal material can be vital in conveying impoliteness, this paper aimed to focus on linguistically expressed
impoliteness.

The notion of tweet event was taken from Giaxoglou (2017: 24). It was defined as follows: “[…] the Tweet event includes
minimally one tweet followed by direct replies and making up a multi-authored sequence which appears on the text box
below each tweet”. These replies can be said towork as vocatives in face-to-face interaction (Vladimirou et al., 2021).With the
help of the software Export Comments (www.exportcomments.com), I retrieved all the replies posted until the first week of
January 2022 in an excel sheet, as this was when I noticed that the reply activity had almost ceased in both accounts.8

Thus, the 500 tweet events surveyed complying with the above requirements amounted to 942 and 973 answers (for the
Spanish and English corpus, respectively) organized into several threads. However, considering this paper aimed to look into
impoliteness-related discourse, a careful reading of the replies was carried out, and posts that did not include impolite/
aggressive-related content were coded as ‘agreeable’ and not included in the total amount of replies to be later analyzed.
6 Withhold politeness has not been considered due to its little relevance in past technologically-mediated communication research dealing with
impoliteness (cf. Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011 for similar insights).

7 BJ's message included a video where he addressed the nation to wish them Merry Christimas, whereas Sanchez's just posted a tweet. BJ received 6,352
likes and PS got 6,342. The retweets amounted to 1,457 and 3,237 for BJ and PS, respectively.

8 Export Comments allows the retrieval of all the replies posted in response to a specific tweet and provides additional information such as the posters' id
together with insights into their activity (retweets, comments received, media inserted, etc.) in an excel sheet format.
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Fig. 2. Season's greetings. Note. PS's post translates as follows: These days I wish you all enthusiasm, hope and prosperity. We celebrate these days differently,
with more precautions due to the pandemic but considering what matters most: the love from our dearest ones. Let's take care of each other. Happy Holidays!
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More precisely, 0.98% of the tweets in the Spanish corpus and 1% in the English one complied with the expressive speech act
being issued and positively responded to the PM's message wishing back a Merry Christmas/Felices Fiestas or complimenting
their policies. Although these tweet events did not compute in the quantitative analysis of impolite triggers, as stated above,
they were part of the sample considering their potential for triggering negative replies from participants within the
perceptual range of the event (cf. Goffman, 1967), as illustrated in Fig. 3.

In other words, although the tweets by @DXXXZ and @lixxxxxxxxxxxhi above (Fig. 3) did not add up to the total
amount of tweet events, the impoliteness-related responses (Reply_01 to Reply_04) they generated were included in the
count.

Last but not least, for the presentation of the data, I abode by the latest ethical considerations/guidelines in pragmatics and
social media research (Bolander and Locher, 2019; D'Arcy and Young, 2012). As it can be reasonably argued that the online
data used here belongs ‘in the public domain, and considering that I am not dealing with highly sensitive data, I have not
deemed it necessary to obtain valid consent from participants (see Vladimirou et al., 2021 and Teneketzi, 2022 for a similar
procedure). Despite this, I have disguised the users’ names and nicknames for privacy reasons, except for those of the PMs. All
grammatical errors and typos have been kept for the preservation of the original data, and a faithful translation of the Spanish
examples has been provided.
4.2. Data analysis procedure

To answer the research questions stated in 3. I adopted a two-pronged approach to assessing impoliteness-related
discourse, and quantitative and qualitative methods were employed (Baker et al., 2008) to ensure the triangulation of re-
sults. For the quantitative analysis, the approach followed involved the codification of 927 tweets for the Spanish corpus and
967 tweets for the British as conveying impoliteness by pooling strategies into three main categories, which are: Positive
Impoliteness (PosImp); Negative impoliteness (NegImp), and Off-record impoliteness (Off-RImp). This was followed by a tabulated
quantified presentation of their distribution across corpora.

The coding of the tweets was based mainly on my informed evaluation, drawing on Culpeper's theoretical justifications
and the respondents' perceptions (whenever available) of the original posts. However, to ensure reliability, a trained Ph.D.
student coded 1/3 of the tweets for each sub-corpuswith a reliability rating of 85%. Ambiguous cases were commented on and
resolved. Then, the frequency percentages for the different super strategies and sub-strategies were calculated and com-
plemented with several statistical tests (viz., the chi2 independence test; the one-sample chi2 test and binomial test; and the
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Fig. 3. Agreeable tweets that generate hostile replies.
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Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction9). These tests were performed to assess whether the frequency distribution of the
main super-strategies and the different sub-strategies within the same corpus and/or in comparison with the other corpora
was significant from a statistical point of view. The analysis' significance threshold was set at 5% (a ¼ 0.05). The triangulation
of methods in this study was vital as the qualitative analysis was guided by the observable trends obtained by the quantitative
methods. Thus, triangulation boosted the validity and reliability of the research design and the obtained findings (cf.
M�arquez-Reiter and Placencia, 2005).

Although the tweet was taken as the unit of analysis, some of the replies assessed combined more than one strategy to
deploy impolite language, primarily through lexical triggers. In this case, the approach followed was classifying the tweets
under each strategy featured. Instances of conventionalized impoliteness formulae posed no problem. For example, the tweet
in reply to @BorisJohnson, “Resign!” with the illocutionary force of requesting the PM to do something, was codified under
Block the Other, an impoliteness strategy primarily geared towards the negative face of the PM. In contrast, the tweet in reply
to @sanchezcastejon, “Felices fiestas no, Feliz Navidad, atontato” was codified under two distinct positive impoliteness stra-
tegies: the issuing of an utterance that rectified the PM's words: “Felices Fiestas no, Feliz Navidad”, which entailed an attack
on his competent face, and the issuing of a direct insult that questioned his intellect with the word “atontato/goofball”. When
faced with tweets that could arguably be included undermore than one category, as in the Spanish example “vete a tomar por
culo/fuck off”, the strategy embodying the overriding purpose of the expression, that is, Dismissals, in this case, was chosen
over other possibly related strategies, viz., the use of taboo language (“culo/butt”).

4.3. The data-driven taxonomy for the analysis of replies

Table 1 below illustrates the resulting data-driven taxonomy for the analysis of the replies to the original posts and in-
cludes examples of how the different individual strategies are used in the two corpora. Although most of the strategies were
first included in Culpeper (1996), some departures from these taxonomies will be commented on for the purpose of
clarification.

One departure from previous studies whose taxonomies are based on Culpeper's (cf. Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich, 2010a;
Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011) involves categorizing the traditionally negative impoliteness strategy Associate the Other with a
Negative Aspect as a positive face-attacking strategy. This is justified considering that most of the examples analyzed involved
9 The Wilcoxon test evaluates whether the distribution of two ordinal variables is similar. This was used to compare the different impoliteness sub-
strategies within each corpus. Due to a high number of comparisons (more than 78), the Bonferroni correction was applied to the p-value initially obtained.
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criticism geared toward the PMs' competence face (Lim and Bowers, 1991: 420), or “the want that one's abilities be respected,
which is supported by positive evaluation and recognition and threatened by criticism”.

Likewise, a new category, Display strong emotions against the hearer, has been added to existing positive impoliteness
strategies. This was done after a preliminary analysis indicated numerous instances of verbally conveyed emotions/feelings
toward the PMs as part of the conflict escalation pattern, in which an increase in positive face-attack is correlated with an
increase in the intensity of negative emotions. This category agglutinates examples of what Culpeper (2011: 223) terms af-
fective impoliteness, which can be defined as “the targeted display of heightened emotion, typically anger, with the implication
that the target is to blame for producing that negative emotional state” (cf. Georgakopoulou and Vasilaki, 2018 for similar
insights).
Table 1
Data-driven taxonomy of impoliteness strategies.
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As for the negative impoliteness sub-strategies, I have decided to agglutinate different strategies identified in previous
models under the all-encompassing umbrella super-strategy Hinder/Block the Other, which subsumes speech acts such as
warnings and threats to the Other, the use of condescension, together with recommendations or pieces of advice and requests to
carry a specific action. These requests, or command imperatives, qualify as examples of on-record impoliteness towards the
negative face of the other by imposing harm on the PMs or other participants and forcing behavioral compliance on their part.

Finally, off-record impoliteness embodies those cases of impoliteness being conveyed via an implicature or implicated
impoliteness (cf. Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich, 2010b) and sarcasm or mock politeness (i.e., cases of insincere politeness or surface
realizations). I have also included under the off-record strategies the use ofmock polite vocatives,which are further divided into
vocatives of mock endearment (“Pedro, Susi, mate”) and mock deference (“Sir, Don”) in line with the work of Georgakopoulou
and Vasilaki (2018) and Vasilaki (2020). The relevance of these categories lies in the context in which they are employed,
namely, that of public online political debate in which genuine endearment towards the politician is not justified, and the
deployment of deference terms (titles or honorifics) is discouraged due to the informality that the social media brings with it
(1011).
5. Analysis and discussion

In this chapter, the results from the quantitative analysis will be presented, and the most statistically significant strategies
identified for each of the corpora will be qualitatively explored in further subsections for each PM.
5.1. Results from the quantitative analysis

From the 500 tweet events collected, 98.4% (n ¼ 927) and 99.4% (n ¼ 967) of the replies to the Spanish and British PMs
(respectively) deployed impoliteness-related language by issuing varying hostile speech acts to show disagreement or non-
compliance with the OP in the two sub-corpora under analysis.

After codification, 2,517 strategies were obtained: 1,517 correspond to the Spanish corpus and 1,000 to the English one (cf.
Table 2). Respondents adopt a critical stance achieved through PosImp strategies, as the most pervasively enacted type,
followed by Off-RImp resources and NegImp strategies. On-record strategies are preferred in comparison to off-record ones in
both corpora.
10 “Moros” (from Latin maurus) is currently used as a pejorative form to refer to migrants from sub-Saharan Africa. It was used in Roman times to refer to
North African inhabitants (Mauretanea).
11 For the purpose of this article, ill-wishes necessarily include some explicit illocutionary foce indicating device, i.e., “Te deseo/I wish/I would like”
followed by some negative content unlike what happens in Culpeper's (2011) ill-wishes and curses category.
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Table 2
Nº of original replies and nº of final replies per corpora.

Nº of original replies Nº of final replies Nº of imp. Strategies codified

500 Spanish tweet-events 942 927 1,517 (0.6 per reply)
500 English tweet-events 973 967 1,000 (1.03 per reply)
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Results from the chi-square independence test (cf. Table 3), which compares the distribution frequency of each super-
strategy in the two corpora, show that NegImp (p ¼ 0.001, 7.5% vs. 11.4%) and Off-RImp (p < 0.001* 20.7% vs. 27.2%)
occurred with a higher frequency, from a statistical point of view, in the English corpus. In contrast, PImp strategies are more
frequently deployed by respondents in the Spanish corpus (p < 0.001; 71.8% vs. 61.4%). This reflects a stark contrast in the
respondents’ preferences for codifying their disagreement through impolite, face-attacking/aggravating language.
Table 3
Frequency distribution of Imp strategies and p.values.

Nº strategies PS’ corpus BJ's corpus

% N % N %

Total 2517 100.0 1517 100.0 1000 100.0 p-value
(On record) NegImp 228 9.1 114 7.5 114 11.4 0.001**
(On-record) PostImp 1703 67.7 1089 71.8 614 61.4 <0.001***
Off-RImp 586 23.3 314 20.7 272 27.2 <0.001***
A closer look at the frequency distribution of the sub-strategies in the two corpora (cf. Table 4) shows that the NegImp
strategy Hinder/Block the Other (7.5% vs. 11.4%, p. 0.001**) occurs with a statistically significant higher frequency in the British
corpus compared to the Spanish one. Amongst the PosImp strategies, two categories, viz., Insult the Other (25% vs. 6.8% p.
<0.001***) and Attack the Public Face of the Other (16% vs. 3.8%, p. <0.001***), display a frequency that is statistically sig-
nificant in the Spanish corpus in comparison with those deployed in the British corpus. In contrast, in the British corpus, the
categories of Associate the Other with a Negative Aspect (14% vs. 33.3% p. <0.001***), Dismissals (3.1% vs. 1.7%, p. 0.022*), and
Express ill-wishes (5.7% vs. 3.7%, p. 0.017*) are the most frequent strategies deployed to attack the PM and others’ positive face.
Thus, although the British respondents seem to orient themselves less towards attacking the positive face of their interlocutor
in their replies to the OP than their Spanish counterparts, when they do, they carry out these aggravating acts through these
sub-strategies. In contrast, the categories of Implicated Imp (1.6% vs. 0.7%, p. 0.037*) and Mock Politeness (21.6% vs. 15%, p.
<0.001***) are more frequently deployed in the British corpus, and their frequency is statistically significant as indicated by
the p-value when compared to the Spanish corpus. This means that there is a tendency to less overt forms of impoliteness
throughmock politeness and, to a lesser extent, through implicature. The rest of the sub-strategies are used in both corpora in
similar percentages, and no statistical difference has been noted.
Table 4
Frequency distribution of sub-strategies and p.value.

Spanish corpus % English corpus % p-valor

NEGATIVE IMPOLITENESS
Hinder/Block the other 7.5 11.4 0.001**
POSITIVE IMPOLITENESS
Associate the other with something negative 11.4 33.3 <0.001***
Taboo words 1.7 1.1 0.210
Insults 25 6.8 <0.001***
Dismissals 1.7 3.1 0.022*
Display of strong emotions against the other 3.2 3 0.746
Ill-wishes 3.7 5.7 0.017*
Dissociate from the other 6.4 4.6 0.057
Attack the other's public image 16 3.8 <0.001***
OFF-RECORD IMPOLITENSS
Mock endearment/deference vocatives 3.8 2.7 0.127
Polite markers 1.1 1.3 0.685
Mock Politeness 15 21.6 <0.001***
Implicated Impoliteness 0.7 1.6 0.037*

*p < 0,05; **p < 0,01; ***p < 0,001.
5.2. Results from the qualitative analysis

Themost frequently deployed sub-strategies of impoliteness-related discourse in reply towhat respondents perceive to be
inappropriate, morally wrong, or offensive will be qualitatively assessed for each PM as patterns most favored by one cultural
group compared with the other.
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5.2.1. @BorisJohnson A man of moral integrity
The impoliteness-related language in response to Boris’ OP seems to be occasioned by what the respondents feel is a

blatant violation of their moral expectancies regarding several of the foundation blocks of morality, as identified in Haidt and
Joseph (2004), such as harm/care (i.e., concerns for others), fairness (justice and rights and concerns about unfair treatment),
and authority (concerns related to obligations and duties). Within this context, the replies disparage, criticize and attack the
British PM for (i) his management of the COVID pandemic (virus-related UK deaths, lockdowns, and his policy on vaccination
and booster jabs), (ii) the way he conducted himself in the light of breaches of Covid regulations for the alleged lockdown
parties in Downing Street,12 which concern his duties and obligations; and (iii) for personal aspects dealing with his physical
appearance, more specifically, regarding his hair and choice of clothing.

The respondents' disagreement with BJ's post and disparagement towards his persona is best enacted through the
combination of on-record and off-record impoliteness strategies. More specifically, attacks toward the PM's negative face are
primarily enacted through the super-strategies Hinder/Block the Other, along with the positive impoliteness strategy Associate
the Other with a Negative Aspect, mainly deployed through harsh criticism and the association of the PM with some negative
aspect/behavior alongside the issuing of Dismissals and Express Ill-wishes.

Hinder/Block the Other is mainly deployed through speech-acts like threats13 or warnings (ex. 1& 2), whose perlocutionary
effect is that of intimidating the PM; requests (to restore freedom of movement as in ex. 3), and orders (bare imperatives
asking BJ, to tell the truth, do his job as in ex. 4e6) and even recommendations and pieces of advice on what course of action
to take (ex. 7 and 8). These speech acts are examples of coercive impoliteness or “impoliteness that seeks a realignment of
values between the producer and the target such that the producer benefits or has their current benefits reinforced or
protected” (Culpeper, 2011: 252). More specifically, this super-strategy's coercive nature has as its ultimate aim forcing some
behavioral compliance. Thus, what examples 1e8 illustrate seems to be a desire on the part of the participants to obtain
redress for the grievances that BJ and his policies during the pandemic have imposed on them, i.e., fear, and crimes against
humanity, the freedom of movement for citizens, and the rebalancing of the moral order calls for his resignation, as he has
failed the population, has lied to them, and is insincere, among other things.
12 The parties were ‘alleged’ when the corpus was compiled, but trust in him was undermined when I finished writing the paper to the point that he
announced his resignation.
13 Threats in my corpus are non-conditional, and sometimes represent an action that constitutes a threat, as the ‘tick-tock, tick-tock’ indicating that BJ's
time is running out.
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Sometimes these directives are combined with Mock Ederaments/Vocatives (first names, i.e., Boris) or generic terms of
familiarity (mate) as strategies that add an offensive effect considering that their use is not expected in interactions of this sort
and thus are to be taken as insincere. Moreover, the offense also lies in the fact that by asking the politician to follow some
course of action in an imposing manner, the posters present themselves as self-appointed connoisseurs or experts in the
political issues dealt with. In other words, they issue these directives in an attempt to force compliance so that a realignment
of those aspects of themoral order that have been breached takes placewhile simultaneously demeaning the PM's freedom of
action and adopting a condescending tone with him:

Associate the Other with a Negative Aspect is the most preferred and frequently deployed PImp strategy in the British
corpus and is enacted by criticizing the PM's honesty and integrity as a leader or by mentioning something negative about
his policies. These strategies can also have a coercive function as they aim to harm the PMs' social identity. Thus, ex. 9
presupposes something is wrong with the PM, as he has been spreading the mistaken belief that vaccination will prevent
the population from infecting others. At the same time, BJ is also asked to stop lying, with the presupposition that he's
been previously lying. Likewise, ex. 10 dwells on his lack of responsibility as PM by enumerating the actions he has taken
that constituted a breach of the moral order and which defied what he was expected to do, viz., to abide by the re-
strictions imposed during the COVID-19 pandemic in the same way that the citizens were supposed to follow them. This
idea is reinforced by ex. 11, which focuses on his not missing out on a thing last Christmas and questioning his moral
behavior during the lockdown while trying to “claw back the moral authority” he lacked. In the same vein, ex. 12 criticizes
BJ for bringing up political issues when wishing a Happy Christmas. The respondent then embarks on a personal
emotional narrative about how some loved ones will not be present this Christmas to end her intervention by angrily
dismissing both JB's platitudes and vaccines (‘shove them’). This strategy aids in the polarization between those in the out-
group and the PM's supporters as it aims to smear and damage his competence face (Lim and Bowers, 1991). This is
achieved by acknowledging similarities between the Nazis in the 30s and the Tory government in a categorical way. In a
similar vein, his lack of competence and willingness to work is shown through humor (Hahahaha!!!), while negatively
focusing on his ability to ‘produce’ kids (ex. 13 & 14, respectively) and justifying his criticism by adding that even his
children would not want to have a thing to do with him:
However, criticism can also be targeted toward those in the in-group in response to their support for the PM, as shown in
ex. 15 above, in which @jxxxxxx1 is explicitly rebuked and criticized with an explicit ‘You’ for his low standards for standing
up for Boris and the mistakes he's made, whereas in the polylogal sequence in ex. 16 @lxxxxxxxxxxxxxi's integrity, empathy,
and support for BJ are questioned by bringing to the fore the PM's responsibility for the COVID casualties and the lack of
integrity on the part of the respondent.
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The strategy Associate the Other with a Negative Aspect is also rife in the British corpus, especially in ad hominem fallacies.
These uses embody a shift from the public domain in which the PM has a public face to maintain as a politician and move
towards the more emotional terrain by putting the onus on individual traits. In the tweet below (see Fig. 4), @bxxxxm asks a
question and wonders whether BJ is either drunk or suffering from a hangover after throwing a party before tweeting the
season's greeting. The question, which in itself indirectly attacks the PM by attributing him either one of two undesirable
traits in a politician, triggers a thread in which impoliteness-related language escalates with up to 31 replies. In these replies,
BJ is variously ridiculed for his low standards of integrity or moral conduct (throwing cheese and wine fests, partying), but also
for his physical appearance and standards of cleanliness regarding his hair (brushed with a Toffee Apple, or styled by Wurzel
Gummidge, not combed), and clothes (shirt with stains on and not ironed), to the point, that he is ridiculed and belittled and his
behavior equated to that of an irresponsible child. The exchange in Fig. 4 illustrates the echo chamber dynamics in which
conflictual agreement occurs when faced with a reply that fits inwith previously held beliefs. The impoliteness in this type of
exchanges fulfills a positive and group-enhancing function as participants collaborate in the “playful” or “entertaining” attack
against a public figure.
Fig. 4. Escalation of impoliteness-related language in a thread.
The other two preferred PIMp strategies by the English respondents are Express ill-wishes and Dismissals. For the PM,
expressing ill-wishes is the most explicit expression of the respondents’ dislike or some negative emotion. Thus, in example 18,
embarrassment seems to be the feeling triggering her ill-wish. Sometimes, the ill-wish is used with adjectives that indicate
how respondents feel towards the PM (ex. 19) (miserable, humiliating, hopeful). Expressing ill-wishes conveys an intentional
desire that the PM suffers some harm or misfortune, be it his resignation (ex. 17), expulsion from the government, or getting a
new face transplant, which implicitly conveys an attack on his appearance (ex. 20) inwhat seems to be an outburst of disgust
towards him:
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Likewise, Dismissals are also intentional attacks on the PM's positive face by expressing strong disagreement with the OP
and conveying an utter detachment and deprecation for the person in question. Although sometimes the dismissals do not
seem to be instigated by an obvious trigger (ex 21e23), on other occasions, they are best seen as resulting from the re-
spondents harboring some negative emotions towards the PM and their desire to redress a grievance. For example, BJ's lack of
decency seems to be the cause for the previous dismissal of “Stuff your Christmas” in ex 23, as aided by the sarcastic question
‘Howwas the party’, which is to be taken as mock politeness by implicitly activating on the other participants the unorthodox
behavior of the PM.

On its part, Implicated Imp and Sarcasm are also recurrent sub-strategies statistically more frequently deployed in the
British corpus than in the Spanish one (21.6% vs. 15%; p.). In ex. 25, the respondent issues an expressive that should be best
taken as a sarcastic remark considering that she is deeply affected by the loss of one relative, and thus, the wish is not to be
taken as sincere. In ex 26, the speaker is sarcastic when he says that BJ leads by example, enumerating several actions that
attack his face as a leader and ridicule him via flouting the maxim of Quality. Other replies seem to imply, with a tongue-in-
cheek attitude, that BJ must have been drinking or must have suffered some brain injury; hence conveying the idea that
otherwise, it would be hard to justify his words. Likewise, in ex 28, the wish invites the audience to recover the implicature
that BJ pays little attention to his hygiene. These replies implicitly invite the inference of highly offensive implicatures
regarding his physical behavior and suitability as a leader:
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5.2.2. @sanchezcastejon ¡Feliz Navidad, Pedro! ¡Feliz NAVIDAD!
The impoliteness-related language in the replies to PS's OP opens a moral window into what participants perceive as a

breach of their moral expectancies, mainly regarding the foundation blocks of in-group solidarity/loyalty and fairness/
reciprocity (Haidt and Joseph, 2004). In the case of the Spanish PM, the chain of hostile acts in response to his tweet
mostly put the onus on (i) the choice of seasonal greeting (“Felices Fiestas” vs. “Feliz Navidad”, a greeting tainted with
religious tones for the Christian community); (ii) the use of the gender-inclusive form “todos y todas” vs. the generic
masculine form; (iii) or the management of the COVID-19 pandemic and other topics of relevance within the Spanish
political scenario.

Disparagement of S�anchez's moral conduct is mainly achieved through a combination of attacks on the positive face of the
PM (both public and personal) with the use of insults, alongside criticisms and reminders, and speech acts that correct or
rectify what he has said or done. The respondents deploy Insult the Other, either with the formula “X!”, which looks like a
summon and explicitly claims that the person belongs to a category of entities, or with the procedure “you are an X” (cf.
Fuentes and Brenes, 2022: 66). One important finding is that insults or personalized negative vocatives in the Spanish corpus
are commonly found in initial positions and are uninstigated; that is, they occur in response to no apparent linguistic trigger
(see Vasilaki, 2020 for similar findings). This indicates that impoliteness seems to be deployed regardless of the post's
content; thus, the competitive climate that characterizes the interaction reflects the negative emotional relationship between
the PM and the respondents as one possibly triggered by dislike while also being aided by the social media affordances (social
anonymity, disinhibition), together with other offline parameters such as the perceived breach in the moral order of political
affairs.

According to Haverkate (1993), insults are inherently impolite expressive speech acts that aim to overtly damage,
attack, and deteriorate the social image of the receiver of the insult. Thus, they negatively evaluate the interlocutor and
express non-compliance with what s/he has said. The Spanish respondents resort to conventionalized insults and
sometimes accompany them with capitalization to emphasize and index their emotional stance. This is the case of the
insults issued against PS, which reflect a solid emotional and psychological negative load on the part of the respondent, as
is the case with the appellative forms in ex. 30e32, which revolve around some of the themes of name-calling identified
in previous research (cf. Allan and Burridge, 1991; Demj�en and Hardaker, 2016; Darma et al., 2017): personal traits such as
dishonesty (“sinvergüenza, golfo, fel�on”), animals (“perro”), family and illegitimacy (HDLGP14) and intellect (INUTIL,
psic�opata):
Insults, which are thus key in delegitimating the PMs, are usually used with the strategy Attack the Public Face of the
Other. This strategy is enacted by reminding PS of what he should have said or done to restore the moral order while
correcting and questioning the suitability of his words to expose his inconsistencies. Correcting the PM is one of the most
frequently deployed impoliteness strategies. More precisely, some of the corrections focus on linguistic correctness and
seem to fulfill a similar function to that of the strategy (hyper)criticism identified by Hardaker (2013). In her study on
trolling, the (alleged) troller would ignore the content of a post while focusing on its grammar, spelling, or punctuation to
criticize others excessively. In the corpus, this strategy is carried out with the help of capitalization, the expression of
strong emotions on the part of the speaker, and insults, as in ex 35, where the escalation into an interpersonal conflict is
clear:
14 This stands for “Hijo de la Gran Puta” (Son of a fucking bitch).
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Sometimes there is an association between PS and some negative aspects; for example, in ex. 36-7, the PM is presented as
showing an unwillingness or reluctance (‘te costaba decirlo’/‘you were reluctant to say it’) to tweet what the out-group
considers the correct season's greetings (‘Feliz Navidad’). At the same time, he is reminded of having no problem greeting
other religious festivities such as the Ramad�an. This has a direct influence on his image by portraying him as an unfair PM that
somehow denies the Spanish identity, an aspect that the out-group aims to emphasize with the inclusion of deindividuation
markers (‘eres, te cuesta’/‘you are, you're reluctant to say it vs. ‘sabemos/we know, or the ‘you’ vs. ‘us’ dichotomy). Likewise,
questioning his choice of the word “fiestas” or “estos días/these days” to refer to the holidays adds to the shaming of his
competence face. It ridicules him for having chosen a term that is inadequate and ambiguous (ex 39e40) in the view of those
in the out-group. Thus, some of the respondents mockingly wish him “Feliz Navidad”, as away of correcting him by indicating
that “fiestas” is a word used to refer to summer holidays in Spanish villages (“las fiestas del pueblo”) or by mockingly asking
whether he is referring to “fiestas de disfraces”.

By deploying all these impoliteness strategies, participants aim “to build the status of the informed, conscious, networked
citizen” (Georgakopoulou and Vasilaki, 2018: 234) while somehow challenging the status quo of the politician. In ex 40, the
impoliteness-related language deployed escalates with the aid of Use Taboo Words (“por mis huevos morenos, co~no/“because I
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fuckingwell feel like it”),which is not onlyanexpressionof the speaker's emotional state but also anexpressionof anger towards
the PM; and Insult the Other (“zoquete”/“duffer”) as mechanisms that aid emotional arousal and promote interpersonal attacks.

Attacks are also aimed at the PM's choice of the gender-inclusive formula “todos y todas” in the seasonal greeting, to the
extent that some participants correct his words by reminding him that “todos” (we all) is the correct default form,15 while also
associating the PMwith a negative aspect, viz., his lack of communicative abilities (ex. 41-2). The attacks on the use of a more
gender-inclusive formula reveal the opposition to the underlying Spanish socio-cultural gendered discourses and the dis-
courses that surround political correctness and which determine the formula's choice.

Likewise, respondents sarcastically reproach the PM for not using the grammatically-neutral form “todes” as in ex. 42 “¿y a
todes16?” to attack the positive face of the whole coalition government considering that the Minister of Equality, Irene
Montero, from the group Unidas Podemos, is a staunch defender of this form.

The examples above seem to indicate that the wrong choice of season's greeting or gender-inclusive formula is enough to
legitimize networked participants to engage in authority forms of talk through impoliteness-related discourse; hence
reasserting the moral order in political affairs (cf. Georgakopoulou and Vasilaki, 2018 for similar insights).

Aggressive and impolite replies triggered by strong emotions tend to elicit supportive reactions from the out-group, as
in the exchange in Fig. 5, thus corroborating that impoliteness-related discourse is instrumental and serves group-
enhancing functions. After responding to the PM with a combination of capitalization and the insult “psic�opata des-
graciado/fucking psychopath”, the respondent below (see Fig. 5) justifies his outburst with an explicit manifestation of
repulsion for the PM through a metapragmatic comment (“si es que saca lo peor de mí”/“he just brings out the worst in
me”) which serves as an index of his emotions. Further replies in the thread show empathy with this comment (“te
comprendo perfectamente” or “me pasa lo mismo”, “I know how you feel, I feel the same”), thus pointing to their
animadversion as the source of the aggression while putting the onus on the PM's behavior. One of the participants
Fig. 5. Display of emotional escalation toward the PM.

15 “Todos” is the so-called ‘false generic’ form, and is especially used in mixed-gender groups, or in groups where the gender balance is unknown.
16 This form has been recently suggested as the third, grammatically-neutral gender form by gender-nonconforming, nonbinary and transgender in-
dividuals in an attempt to adapt grammatically-gendered languages (i.e. Spanish, Portuguese, French) to those people outside the male-female gender
binary. However, the Real Academia de la Lengua Espa~nola has not accepted its use. This form differs from “todos” and “todas”, which refer to the masculine
and feminine linguistic genders through the gender marker -o and -a, respectively.
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indicates that repulsion is the best he can come up with to describe PS (“asco se queda corto”/“disgusted is not even close
to how I feel”) and posts a picture in which we can read “VETEATOMARPORCULO HIJO DE LA GRAN PUTA-DICTADOR-
TERRORISTA-GENOCIDA-COMUNISTA” (Go fuck yourself-son of a bitch-dictator-terrorist-genocidal communist). This
escalation of aggression and the expression of emotional communication becomes a source of contagion for other re-
spondents and seems to be instrumental as an out-group strategy and is typical of the echo-chamber dynamics already
mentioned. This is evident if we consider that the rest of the replies comply with AxxxxxR and try to convey certain
rapport with the other users through the use of emojis, as PS provokes the same visceral and angry reaction (“nos sale la
misma bilis”, “he makes me as mad as you”) in all of them.

5. Conclusion

This paper has explored impoliteness-related discourse enacted in response to the season's greetings posted by the
Spanish and British PMs on December 2021, wishing the population “Felices Fiestas/Merry Christmas” on the microblogging
site Twitter. Thus, a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the first 500 tweet events targeted at @sanchezcastejon and
@BorisJohnson and the replies that ensued was carried out within an impoliteness2 approach. Culpeper's work on impo-
liteness (1996, 2010, 2011) was a starting point for the elaboration of my data-driven taxonomy.

The underlyingmotivation of the study was to identify the impoliteness strategies deployed to express disagreement with
the OP (research question #1); to determine if there were similarities and differences in the super and sub-strategies fre-
quency of use (research question #2), and to delve into the nature of the moral issues that seemed to trigger the impoliteness
(research question #3). In this section, I bring together several interrelated discoveries regarding the nature of the exchange
and how participants in each group codified linguistic impoliteness.

First, the pervasive use of impoliteness-related language in response to the seasonal greetings posted by the PMs is a
linguistic manifestation of the fact that the exchange constitutes a conflictual disagreement in which impolite language
conveys feelings of anger, irritation, and contempt towards the PMs. The reactions that the posts triggered in most re-
spondents point to emotional arousal of extreme dimensions resulting from ideological confrontation and the polarization of
the digital audience. In other words, adverse emotional responses to these highly contested posts, which Langlotz and Locher
(2012: 1591) associate with situations where “one feels offended or treated rudely”, seem to be the norm in the two corpora
analyzed. Thus, a possible explanation for the impoliteness-related language deployed is the need to restore the moral values
that the respondents perceive have been altered regarding aspects such as in-group solidarity, loyalty, and fairness in the case
of PS and harm/care, fairness, and authority in the case of BJ. In addition, the findings have corroborated the escalatory nature
of impoliteness in online media, considering the participants’ engagement in trench warfare dynamics, a situation that fa-
cilitates the envisioning of an angry spiral, as exposure to negative emotions on social media has been proved to be contagious
(Kramer et al., 2014).

Secondly, this study has verified the multifunctionality of impoliteness, adding to research by Garc�es-Conejos Blivitch
(2010b), Krikela (2022), or Schubert (2022), in the sense that impoliteness-related language does not only serve a face-
attacking function against the PMs and those in the in-group, but it does also fulfill an instrumental role when it comes to
reinforcing and strengthening ties with those in the out-group. In this respect, the impoliteness dealt with here is instru-
mental as it is employed ‘to serve some instrumental goal’ (Beebe 1995: 154) on the part of participants of the social media
platform, be it of an affiliative or coercive nature (cf. Culpeper, 2011).

In general, the quantitative findings indicate that respondents to the OPs show a preference for on-record strategies,
primarily through PosImp strategies, over the more implicit or Off-RImp ones, in line with previous studies dealing with
impoliteness in online platforms (cf. Garc�es-Conejos Blitvich, 2010b; Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2011; Anderson, 2021; and Teneketzi,
2022). However, results from the statistical tests indicate that both Spaniards and British respondents to the OPs vary in their
use of strategies to the point that some categories seem to be favoured over others.

Regarding the preference for PosImp strategies, respondents from the two groups resort to different sub-strategies to
disparage the PMs' positive face. The Spanish participants resort to insults addressed to the PM, which tend to be uninstigated
and triggered by negative emotions, as the most frequent sub-strategy (cf. Teneketzi, 2022 for similar insights), together with
attacks on the PM's public face through direct rectification and correction of his words. These sub-strategies constitute
explicit attempts to bash the PM's public and private face and can lead to emotional contagion as part of the trench warfare
dynamics.

In contrast, the English respondents seem to channel their strong feelings differently. They attack BJ's positive face by
associating the PMwith a negative aspect by issuing ill-wishes which, if fulfilled, would have a negative effect on his persona;
and through dismissals which embody their lack of respect for the politician. When associating the PM with something
negative, English respondents have also been reported to put into action some counter-argumentation to what the PM said or
did as part of the disagreeing reply to the OP. Hence, respondents try to rebuke the PM's words as engaged and informed
citizens. In contrast, in the case of bare insults or ad hominem attacks, there is little room for argumentation. Consequently,
emotion seems to rule these hostile acts with which the speakers vent their anger or frustrations.17 In this respect, the Spanish
17 Research by Wollebæk et al. (2019) has shown that angry people are more likely to engage in online debates, and that anger has a direct effect on
warfare trenches dyanmics.
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group can be said to display higher disinhibition in their use of bare insults, which seems to be intimately intertwined with
the experiencing of strong emotions or affective impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011).

In general, these findings indicate that respondents to the PMs' posts set into motion impoliteness strategies that
consistently reflect traditional alleged orientation to face assigned to each culture. On the one hand, when being inten-
tionally impolite, Spaniards have the bashing and destruction of their interlocutor's positive face as their primary goal.
This would explain their preference for a more direct and frank strategy, that of the insult and the attack on the other's
public image, in line with research that attributes frankness and directness to Spaniards (cf. Mir, 1992; Cordella, 1996;
Hern�andez-L�opez, 2016). In contrast, the English respondents avoid the confrontation brought about by the insult and
favor the association of the PM with something negative, the issuing of dismissals and ill-wishes. Through the use of
dismissals, which reflect heightened emotional arousal on the part of the speaker and embody an element of future
orientation, respondents indicate that they have some power over the PM by requesting some kind of action on his part.
Not in vain, dismissals have been reported to imply “some sort of authority or hierarchical superiority over the addressee”
(Dardano, 2022). Likewise, issuing ill-wishes reflects the negative emotional state of the speaker regarding an action with
a future orientation and is a more indirect strategy to attack the PM than insults. In other words, the sub-strategies
employed by the English respondents reflect a less confrontational conversational style than that of the Spaniards.
What is more, some seem to invoke both the positive and negative face of the PM in their realization, as is the case of
dismissals.

Regarding the use of NegImp strategies, their frequency distribution is statistically significant for the English group. Ac-
cording to Brown and Levinson's politeness framework (1987), directives are thought to impinge on the hearer's rights by
placing a particular constraint on them and, hence, have been said to be a means to control the person (Drew and Couper-
Kuhlen, 2014). Telling, recommending, and suggesting to the PM what (not) to do should be understood as actions aimed
at restoring the social order that has been broken. The fact that these speech-acts are combined with counterclaims, chal-
lenges, or contradictions, aids the respondent's argumentation and mitigates the directive by justifying it. In other words,
respondents present themselves as self-appointed experts in political issues who stand up for the rights of the out-group to
restore the values breached, be it the PM's lack of honesty and integrity, his responsibility for the COVID-related deaths, or his
looks. Thus, when faced with the need to be impolite, the English respondents deploy strategies that impinge on the PM's
freedom of action.

Regarding Off-RImp strategies, they are more frequently deployed by the English respondents to codify the disagreement
in an implicit rather than explicit way, thus, leaving the recovery of the implicature to the audience.18 This is in line with
research that indicates that English speakers favor indirect realizations of disagreement, especially when compared to
Spaniards (Díaz-P�erez, 2001; L�opez Sako, 2008) and corroborates this preference for indirectness and a less confrontational
conversational style. In addition, Sarcasm and Implicated Impoliteness have been traditionally associated with the English
culture (cf. Martí i Casanova, 2000). Off-RImp strategies also fulfill an out-group cohesion function, considering that only those
who possess shared knowledge and the same cognitive environment can access the intended meanings (cf. Martínez-Díaz,
2016). The enactment of these sub-strategies can also be explained because Sarcasm and Implicated Impoliteness, although
not inherently humorous, can convey a comic effect (cf. Dynel, 2013). In other words, respondents can share a laugh at third
parties, and the PMs, in this case, become the butt of the joke. This shows that humor can be deployed as an affiliative-
aggressive mechanism (Miczo and Welter, 2006). Thus, rather than protecting their face by carrying the disagreement less
explicitly, these strategies should also be viewed as away of enhancing the face of the out-group by poking fun at the political
leaders and having an entertaining/ludic effect.

Far from taking the reflections stated above as generalizations of the two cultures, the implications of the findings should
be taken with caution, especially since the distinction between positive and negative impoliteness is not as clear-cut as
desired. In fact, it could be argued that the differences pointed out in the use of some strategies could well be the result of the
specific affordances of the social platform in which impoliteness-related language is deployed rather than the result of
cultural differences19. In other words, it could be that Twitter affordances are responsible for the impoliteness-related lan-
guage found, considering that respondents in greater need to vent their frustration and anger would be more prone to post
their replies on this platform.

Still, considering that culture is a factor for speech variation (Ogiermann, 2009), the differences identified could also
be indicative of the underlying different cultural patterns identified by Hickey (1991, 2005) or Ardila (2005). In other
words, when replying to the posts analyzed, attacking the positive face of the interlocutor seems to be the overriding
criterion in contemporary Peninsular Spanish. In contrast, the English group selects strategies that threaten the
negative face of the other together with strategies that favor implicitness (Steward, 2004) more than their Spanish
counterparts.
18 Teneketzi (2022) found that off-record or implicational impoliteness was a more pervasive strategy on Reddit in comparison to Youtube, and pointed to
the affordances of the online platform as responsible for this finding.
19 Mills (2009) states that cross-cultural studies may have relied too much on the notion of culture, and thus, they may have been underpinnend by
stereotyping and ideology.
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6. Limitations and new venues for research

Last but not least, like all research, this paper should be interpreted in light of some limitations. First, it would be necessary
to assess whether the preferences found here for the codification of impoliteness towards a non-aggressive tweet can be
generalized into a broader sample and whether they apply to other related technologically-mediated contexts.

Likewise, a more in-depth analysis of how the different strategies combine amongst them and with other multimodal
elements in the posts would be necessary to make findings more sound and rigorous. To do so, the role of emotion should be
further explored together with the role played by multimodal elements that compensate for the lack of physical presence
(gifs, emoji, memes, videos) together with capitalization and abbreviations. These elements can be critical in the production
and perception of impoliteness as elements that help diffuse tension by construing humor and thus mitigating conflict
escalation (Zappavigna, 2012) or as elements that intensify it.

On a somewhat different note, and considering the different preferences for the category of insults, further research on
this strategy should be carried out with a focus on the public vs. interpersonal (Kwon and Gruzd, 2017) dimension. It would
also be interesting to carry out a more in-depth analysis of the identified themes of name-calling and the significance of each
theme in each culture. Finally, looking into the gender of the respondents may throw light on the similarities or differences
brought about by gender, as gender is a significant way in which human beings differ in conflict resolution and, thus, in the
codification of impoliteness.

Finally, attention should be paid to the escalatory nature of impoliteness on social media and to how the contagion effect
works, considering that impoliteness-related discourse moves away from cooperation and argumentation to confrontation
with the aggravation of face and an increasingly intense emotional display (Langlotz and Locher, 2012).
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